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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This article was previously published November 15, 2020, and has been updated with new

information.

Dr. Peter Breggin, a psychiatrist, has written more than a dozen best-selling books on psychiatry

and the drug industry. He's frequently referred to as "the conscience of psychiatry" because he

was able to successfully reform the psychiatric profession, abolishing lobotomies and other

harmful experimental psychosurgeries.

During the pandemic, he homed in on COVID-19 and the fears around it, which is the topic of this

interview. He also started researching the history of Dr. Anthony Fauci, who has been the face of

the White House Coronavirus Task Force, and learned more than he bargained for in the process.

"He just looked like this kindly gentleman, until I started to listen to what he was saying

and to look into what he was doing," Breggin says. "In early April, [my wife] Ginger brought

this scienti@c article to me and said, 'Honey, this looks like it's impossible, it's fake or

something.'

It was a 2015 article by a big team from North Carolina [led by] Ralph Baric,  He's the @nal

author on it and the power behind it, although the lead author is Vineet D. Menachery.

This article is talking about making a coronavirus that's going to be a new epidemic agent.

They're talking about it. They've actually accomplished it — and it's a SARS coronavirus.

It's a virus that will infect the lungs that comes from bats … And they're checking it out

and they @nd that it will infect human lung epithelium. They give it to mice and the older

mice are getting very sick and ones that are compromised die.

It sounds … [like] the precursor of SARS-CoV-2. They even tried, by the way, to make a

vaccine for it and they couldn't. And I'm thinking, 'My God, what's going on here?' And then

I look down the line of all these authors. There are [two] Chinese names there … and they

list themselves as being from the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

And then I look who's funding it. Well, China is funding it. And Fauci is funding it from the

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. I'm thinking to myself, 'My God, we're

giving the Chinese a biomedical weapon' … [The two Chinese authors] turn out to be two

of the very, very top Chinese people in this, what is essentially a military lab. The Wuhan

Institute, nothing like that is anything but military in China."

What Is Fauci's Role in the Bio-Assault on the World?

Breggin claims he was able to share the information with someone close to President Trump, and

three days after sharing this Qnding, the president canceled the U.S.-Chinese research

collaboration that was working on coronavirus gain-of-function research.

However, Fauci quickly took hold of the American research efforts and in October 2020 injected

additional funding. Some of that funding will surely still end up in China, Breggin says, by way of

the EcoHealth Alliance, which for years has subcontracted research work to the Wuhan Institute.

Fauci also gave additional money to the University of Texas. Breggin explains:

"In Galveston, there is a Level 4 biosafety lab that can work with the most dangerous

viruses. So, I decided to look into this. It's not great magic to it, you have to use some

search engines like DuckDuckGo. I [searched for] 'China' and 'the Galveston Institute,' and I

got … a press release ... bragging about their relationships with the Wuhan Institute,

working on viruses.

So, no wonder he's sending them money. I start digging deeper and I come across a letter

from the education department to the University of Texas, saying they've not been

forthcoming about their connections to China and the Communist Party (CCP), and in

particular from the institute in Galveston.

So, I'm looking at this network of connections with China. They list them all. We have a

blog out about that too now. And I realized there's nothing stopping Fauci. Absolutely

nothing is stopping him. He is going to carry on his assault on the world. And Fauci knew

that the Wuhan Institute was unsafe."

Breggin delves into some of the backstory that helps explain what's been happening. In 2014,

then-President Obama called for a moratorium on gain-of-function research [making harmless

viruses virulent] in the U.S. He did not, however, mention collaborations with the CCP. To get

around Obama's moratorium, Fauci outsourced the gain-of-function research to the Wuhan

Institute.

Indeed, a series of email exchanges between Jinping Chen of Guangdong Entomological Institute

— who was working in collaboration with EcoHealth Alliance — surfaced after Judicial Watch

successfully sued for records under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) in July 2021.  In those

emails, Dr. James LeDuc, head of the NIH-funded biosecurity lab at the University of Texas in

Galveston, was outed:

"Leduc told Chen that he had been working on an initiative to 'form long-term scienti@c

and technical collaborations with the new BSL4 laboratory' in Wuhan, under the direction

of Dr. Yuan Zhiming, with whom Leduc had met "repeatedly," Judicial Watch reports. And,

Leduc adds, 'we are already attempting to build the kind of partnership [with the Wuhan

Institute of Virology] that I think is envisioned under the GHSA [Global Health Security

Agenda].'"

Seeing that the same Judicial Watch report shows that Fauci's National Institute for Allergies and

Infectious Diseases funded 490 out of 2,221 grants awarded to Chinese Collaborators between

2010 and 2018, based on the evidence, Fauci appears to play an important role in the global

takeover by technocrats.

Technocracy is an economic system in which the world is ruled not by democratically elected

politicians but by technocrats — a conglomerate of ultra-wealthy elites, scientists and technicians

whose aim is to rule the global population and the allocation of resources through the use of

technology.

Fear Is the Tool of Tyrants

Breggin was asked to be the medical legal expert in a lawsuit to put a stop to the never-ending

emergency edict by the governor of Ohio. In his medical legal brief,  Breggin detailed why

shutdowns aren't working, and the harm they inbict on the population.

This lawsuit has also stirred up other anti-lockdown projects around the U.S. You can Qnd more

information about all of this on Breggin.com. It's important to recognize that the primary tool that

enables local and state leaders to implement unconstitutional mandates such as universal mask

wearing, business shut-downs and draconian stay-at-home orders is fear.

Unless people are terriQed, they won't agree to such freedom-robbing edicts. This is a well-known

fact, and as noted by Breggin, there's an entire school of research within public health on how to

frighten people, known as "fear appeal."

"What an odd name: Fear appeal. It's a euphemism for scaring people to death. That's how

you 'appeal' to them. And it's a very long standing [@eld of research].

The particular article [Ginger and I] studied together made several points. It said, @rst, you

have to not only create something or have something that people are afraid of in order to

get your public health measures imposed, but you have to make it personal to them, you

have to make them afraid personally.

Then you have to give them something immediate to do to begin cooperating with the

plans that you have. We have many examples of that. Things to immediately do [are]:

Don't leave the house; wear a mask; stay 6 feet apart; start closing down businesses and

so on. Don't let your kids go to school and on and on …

That got me into looking more deeply at the whole question of public health. And public

health, sad to say, is essentially a totalitarian model. It does not raise issues of collateral

damage, it doesn't raise issues of the Bill of Rights, the constitution, of liberty, the right to

people to die with their boots on, the American tradition of individuals and their own

communities making decisions.

There is no such concept. It starts with the assumption that what public health ofcials

think is true and must be applied regardless of the context. And we see this with this

globalism.

It doesn't matter whether you're working in Africa or in Communist China, North Vietnam

or America, these are the principles, they're about politics above everything. It's quite

astounding. So, [public health] became something that was perfectly usable by the most

extreme totalitarianism …

At the top is extraordinarily wealthy and powerful people and organizations. I see it as a

kind of a cooperative but competing group that welcomed Communist China, which

shows how little these people — like Fauci and the World Bank and our governments in the

Western world — worry about anything except wealth and power.

Once they invited Communist China into this circle, China became a big, big player along

these world predators and let each other be. Until Trump came along, no major @gure

stood up and said, 'No, no, we're going to go back to the [way things were].'"

The Psychology of Learned Helplessness

Fear is undoubtedly one of the most powerful motivating emotions for individuals, and the single

most powerful intervention capable of controlling an entire population. It's certainly hard to miss

that fear has been used to control the masses during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“ By adding confusion to the mix, you can bring
an individual from fear to anxiety, a state of
confusion in which you cannot think straight
anymore.”

Governments now have access to incredibly sophisticated technologies, including artiQcial

intelligence and machine learning, which is being used for all it's worth to push this fear

propaganda. The end goal is to push us into a state of helplessness, so that they can come in and

"rescue" us. For decades, Breggin has studied learned helplessness and its remedies.

"When we're born, we're fundamentally helpless. All we can do to be taken care of is to

express pain, we can cry, we can wiggle, we can express suffering. But we have no ability

to take control of the environment other than by hopefully attracting our caregivers that

cuddle us or look for a thorn in the side or whatever.

And that remains an aspect of humanity. That never leaves us. All of us can at some point

be made to feel helpless again. And when we feel helpless, we become like the infant. We

feel we have to be saved, basically. We look to other people, we look to drugs, alcohol, we

look to authoritarian religions, we look to leaders of all kinds."

From Fear to Anxiety to Desperation

As explained by Breggin, by adding confusion to the mix, you can bring an individual from fear to

anxiety, a state of confusion in which you cannot think straight anymore. One of the

characteristics of a panic attack or an anxiety attack is the loss of the ability to think. You become

helpless and confused. Eventually, desperation sets in, at which point people are willing to do just

about anything to get relief.

"So this, folks, is a web of fear," Breggin says. "It's all about scaring us, confusing us,

making us helpless. I recently wrote a chapter that I may or may not put it in the book

about my 85 years of looking at fear, because I was alive during World War II. I went down

to the beach when I was 4 or 5 years old and would @nd remnants of our sailors' life rafts

where they sunk right off the water's edge.

We were afraid of bombs called blockbusters, we hid under the tables and chairs and

whatever we could @nd in school desks for fear of blockbusters. I went through the

horrors of the polio [epidemic]. My closest friend died of polio two days after I was

wrestling with him. I know fear, I know epidemics … the Vietnam War … 9/11.

And never until Fauci … have I seen leaders say 'Be afraid.' I couldn't believe it when they

found a comment made in private by Trump that he wanted to reassure and not scare the

people. That was his supposed villainousness — not wanting to scare people.

That's what Roosevelt did, that's what every single person has done in great moments of

crisis — they have said 'Let us not be afraid,' because we all know that a country that is

unafraid and is doing as much of its normal activity as possible, is the strongest possible

country.

That's an actual public health principle — that we function best when we are living a

normal life, unafraid, and we have ideals and goals like American liberty and freedom to

strive for."

The Biology of Fear

So, just what happens in your body when you experience fear? Importantly, it "quite literally

scrambles our brains," Breggin says. The good news is you have the power to control your mind

and to calm down. The bad news is you don't think you have any control over your mind.

"Anxiety overwhelms us, it makes us stupid, it makes us desperately want somebody to

take over. But what we need is somebody who says you don't have anything to fear, the

anxiety won't kill you; [someone who] will calm you down and tell you everything's going to

be @ne, you don't have to be helpless.

But we are getting the exact opposite message from Biden and Fauci … The

pharmaceutical industry and the very wealthy need this fear because they're making a

fortune on this fear … getting all their drugs and vaccines ready."

The Antidotes to Corruption Are Reason, Love and Liberty

Realizing the depth of the scientiQc corruption was part of why Breggin and his wife, Ginger,

decided to take on this whole new Qeld of investigation.

"We knew we had the research expertise and the scienti@c expertise. And I've got so many

published books and scienti@c articles that I don't think anybody can doubt I'm a

researcher and a scientist," he says.

"It was so mind-blowing to see the degree of corruption. I actually imagined standing in

front of God, explaining why I didn't do anything. That didn't ky very well. I think the best

antidote to looking at all this corruption is, @rst of all, to know this world has always been

a corrupt place …

So, we need to learn to keep our own free will intact, and to love. We need reason and

love. We can reason, we can love and respect the liberty of other people. Those are my

three key words in life: Reason, love and liberty … You want to overcome your

helplessness, [and you] do that with reason."

What's at Stake

Educating and supporting others are other strategies that can be helpful. Investigate things for

yourself, and then share what you've learned with others. The way out of helplessness is to be of

service to others, to contribute in some way. As noted by Breggin:

"We need to buckle up at this point and really see ourselves as an example of succeeding

in the face of all this, and to spread it however far and wide we can … We weren't promised

an easy life.

There's just no place that I know of that is a mammoth promise of an easy life. Life is

difcult. Right now, I think the single most important thing is not the virus, it's saving

freedom in America.

One of the things I want to say to the progressive folks — and for a good chunk of my life,

I was a very strong progressive — most of you are idealists, most of you would like to see

the improvement of mankind. But that is not what's going on in the world right now …

It is not about being a conservative, it is not about being a progressive. We are dealing

with international predators that are just as happy to work with Iran, or North Korea, or

North Vietnam or China. They are only interested in wealth and power. They have no real

deep commitment to progressivism or capitalism. And … they haven't got the slightest

interest in free enterprise. Bill Gates is not a @gure of free enterprise.

You got to get this straight. These people are not for liberty. This entire powerful

international movement that I'm calling predatory globalists are motivated by wealth and

power. They have reached the pinnacles of power, which are always corrupting.

Bill Gates has three people on his board of trustees: Himself, his wife and Warren Buffett

— the No. 2 and No. 4 wealthiest people in the world. This is power beyond imagination.

They are not wedded to anything except power and wealth. Wealth is a way to [power] and

they're using technocrats to do this."

More Information

I agree with Breggin that the most important thing right now is to recognize that what we're facing

is an acute challenge to our society, our culture, that must be faced head-on. We need to aid our

fellow human beings as best as we can with information, knowledge, that the conventional

mainstream media is not telling them.

In fact, mainstream media are a signiQcant part of the problem, because they're being used as a

tool to implement the technocrats' agenda. For this reason, it has become imperative to seek out

other channels of information, most of which are becoming progressively more censored and

harder to Qnd.

To stay on top of Breggin's investigations, be sure to sign up for newsletter alerts on his website,

breggin.com. He also has a radio and TV show that airs once a week. On his website, you'll also

Qnd links to Breggin's report  on Fauci's CCP connections, titled "Dr. Fauci's COVID-19 Treachery,"

and his legal report,  "COVID-19 & Public Health Totalitarianism: Untoward Effects on Individuals,

Institutions and Society."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,029 ratings

ORDER NOW
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ellivoc
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My fear is certainly not of covid.  It is the fear of the fear that 90%,of the population has.  Their fear is what is resulting in the loss of our
freedom and our basic human rights.  It is not even really fear,  it is anger,  deep down.  My everyday life has not altered much but the deep
down anger at the World Reset eats away at the brain.  I can quite understand the mental health problems that all this causes. But I break
the rules,  play with my band twice a week,  do not wear a mask.  Visit family whenever we all fancy so,  this probably saves my brain, also
do lots of bike riding and Pilates Jennifer (rebel Granny)
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Guillermou
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Yes, Jennnifer, fear turns to anger when you see that there is a clear interest in submitting people to fear. With your mental and
physical attitude, you have made a real shield against fear. We must learn to manage fear using the truth, a true positive
management of thought. It may seem like something impossible, especially for those people who have become panicky or even feel
unable to go out on the street. Constantly watching programs or news that make us see how bad things are and how everyone is
going generates anxiety. And it also generates anxiety to talk about fear all the time. It is very therapeutic and helps to put an
emotional distance from misinformation.

Fear can be managed. We have to look fear in the face because when we do it it stops having so much weight and it stops being so
great in our life. We have to investigate the reality of true science independent of the interests created by the evil ones of fear who
only want to take advantage of the mass media to inject fear and the dangerous vaccine. Everything is in the path of fear: masks,
vigilance, conQnement. We cannot c run the risk of constructing a pathological fear. If we must bear in mind and face that what we
have to bear is the economic crisis, inequalities, poverty, etc. It is important to allow ourselves to look fear in the face little by little
because only then does fear turn into courage.
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Unruly women can save the world. There are some commenting on this site. Supporting and eating products from regenerative
agriculture can reverse global warming Improve the health of humans & animals reduce the power of Big Ag & Big Pharma. There is
a Netbix Qlm "Kiss the Ground" that presents it well. Watch & share. Another Qlm "The Biggest Little Farm" will engage the grandkids.
Best of all we do not have to rely on politicians.

Behind the Deep State, mostly hidden from view for centuries is private banking. Since 1700 most wars, imperialism & economic
crashes, including this one, have been for the beneQt of private banksters. We can take away a portion of that power & control by
having public banks. Public Banking Institute in the US is making signiQcant progress in taking some of the parasitical power from
Wall Street. The same can be done across the globe.  www.publicbankinginstitute.org  

A student loan strike can stimulate the economy right now. In the US student loans are guaranteed by the US government. Like
subprime mortgages they have been bundled, hypothecated and rehypothecated by the banksters. If 20-30% defaulted those
derivatives would fail and domino fashion threaten Wall Street like subprime default in 2007. The govt. will step in and pay off the
loans to save Wall Street AGAIN. The difference is that the student debtors will now have money to spend into the real economy.
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Psychiatrist Blows the Whistle on Pandemic Fearmongering
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

There’s an entire school of research within public health on how to frighten people, known as “fear appeal”*

Fear appeal is based on the premise that to successfully implement a public health measure, you must Qrst highlight a threat. And, to work, the

threat must be made personal, so that people fear for their personal safety

*

Next, you give people something immediate to do that will set them on the path of cooperating with the plan in its entirety. Examples during the

COVID-19 pandemic included not leaving your house, wearing a mask, staying 6 feet apart, closing certain businesses and keeping children

home from school

*

By adding confusion to the mix, you can bring an individual from fear to anxiety — a state of confusion in which you can no longer think

logically. In this state, you are more easily manipulated

*

Eventually, when the fear and anxiety are great enough, desperation sets in, at which point people are willing to do just about anything to get

relief

*
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loans to save Wall Street AGAIN. The difference is that the student debtors will now have money to spend into the real economy.
Most student loan debtors, including personal family members, do not realize that student loans cannot be discharged in
bankruptcy. They are the only non US government debt with that status. That means for 40 million Americans, Wall Street already
owns their Social Security, tax refunds or stimulus checks.  Rebel Grannies are perfect to educate the younger genration & promote a
student loan strike. They will mostly be reuctant because banksters have them by the credit score. If enough don't cooperate they
will be relieved of that debt and its effect on their credit.
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“COVID-19 has become a war against humanity run by global powers who are moving us toward a totalitarian world under the guise
of public health efforts to control the pandemic.” (Peter Breggin) - from my comment yesterday on mercola.com, but worth
repeating, it seems.  It took a while for the real meaning of Roosevelt’s warning about fear to sink in. It means that fear is a tool used
by the power hungry in their attempts to control their fellow humans and turn us into helpless newborn babies again, who can react
only by whimpering and crying so that their carer will take care of their needs. The alternative is not to let fear and anxiety take
control, and to do that we need knowledge and understanding. “Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the
time to understand more, so that we may fear less” - said Marie Curie.

As for forgiveness, as discussed by Drs Breggin and Mercola, I suspect there is a time and place for it and it is not likely to be at the
beginning of the war being waged against humanity.  There is a philosophy that says only God can forgive. It is inappropriate for us
to forgjve Gates, Fauci and their co-conspirators who have joined  the Trilateral Commission as they, like the rest of us, have free will
and have chosen to obey their baser instincts rather than act as a force for good. If they were to repent of their evil deeds and
change course towards doing some good in the world, then that would be the time to forgive their past misdemeanours - not before.
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How many people do you know who are actually trembling with fear? I don't know any. I wear a mask and wash my hands frequently,
simply because they are easy things to do and may help to decrease my chance of getting Covid-19.  I have not been house-bound. I
go to the store when I need to do so. If I need to go to a larger store, out of my neighborhood, I go at 7:00 AM. Fewer people then. No
big deal. So far, so good.  ... A funny saying comes to mind: "Blessed are the bexible, for they do not easily get bent out of shape." ...
If people are developing mental health problems from the inconveniences caused by adapting to life during Covid-19, I'm thinking
that there was something out of balance in their life even before Covid-19 came along. I do not mean to dismiss economic fears.
People who are losing their businesses and thus their livelihoods, have reason to fear what their future will hold.  That's a lot
different than people getting bent out of shape because their lifestyle has been inconvenienced.
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The deepest fear scam, was the weaponising and teaching of the fake contagion and germ theory to the public, and to medical staff
during training, forming a propaganda support pillar for the BS of infections disease diagnosis, alleged outbreaks, alleged
treatments, and excuses for state overreach. It is damned clear that this propaganda support pillar and others must be demolished
so that technocrat conspiracies depending upon them collapse.
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I'd tell you a Covid joke, but 99.97% of you won't get it!
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If I got it I'ld die laughing.
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🤣

 I’m immune. If you die laughing your actually considered a Covid19 death!
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Dr Mercola had a good joke on page 17 of the transcript. Something like this. A leading scientist not Fauci but a respectable real
scientist in infectious diseases is asked by a news journalist "When is the pandemic going to end?" He thinks for a minute and
answers " I don't know, you'll have to ask a politician." I made a mistake initially posting this on FB by saying respected scientist
instead of respectable scientist but I corrected it. Some deluded nescient people might respect Fauci but he is not the science as he
pompously asserts and is deQnitely not respectable.
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Here's one. One mouse says to the other, "have you had the jab yet?", Other mouse replies "do you think I'm stupid, they haven't
Qnished the human trials yet"!!! Jennifer
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For Erich Fromm, like freedom, love is an act of the will: the decision to love (take care, take responsibility, respect and know). It is
inseparable from his idea of freedom, which implies being able to obey reason and knowledge, and not irrational passions. Love is the key
to open the doors to the "growth" of man. It allows to establish a relationship with others, to feel one with others, without reducing the
sense of integrity and independence.

People need self-knowledge, a broad perspective of reality and the development of critical thinking. Reliable, well-documented sources of
information such as Dr Mercola's excellent reports should be sought. Awakening means that the individual is living life responsibly to
others, but without impairing the right to freedom. The truth is the Qrst step in devising a strategy to face the imposed reality. Not waking
up means living in a state of conformity, accepting statements, adapting to the imposed tyranny. Knowing reality and sharing it with others
is the bridge for unity in the Qght against deception.

Fear prevents a person from exercising their right, making use of their right to freedom of movement. The tax action that is observed in
COVID is a reduction of freedoms not to guarantee security, but to take away the breath of freedoms and health by tax means of
surveillance. A great well of inequalities and misery is being created that in time will cause great damage to democratic values. Distrust
must fall on the oligarchy that creates them. The people need to wake up and defend their freedoms. The right of access to truthful
information is not fulQlled by the media. This fundamental right would imply that it affects the protection and position in the legal system,
to prevent the many limits of legality from being continuously violated. Citizens must be educated with democratic principles and
conscientiously review all aspects that are undermining their freedoms and rights.
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“You can fool everyone for a while. You can fool some all the time. But you can't fool everyone all the time. " Abraham Lincoln. “To
live is to Qnd for yourself what is true, and you can do it only when there is freedom, when there is a continuous revolution within
yourself… Only when you are constantly asking, constantly observing, learning, is the truth, God or love; and you cannot wonder,
observe, learn; you cannot be deeply attentive if you are afraid. So the function of education is certainly to eradicate internally and
externally that fear that destroys human thought, human relationship and love. ”- Jiddu Krishnamurti.
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Hi Gui, Perhaps the best approach at the moment is how to cope with the fear that is being engendered by the manipulators of the
 current Agenda . Krishnamurti,  who you mentioned, has written a lot about this.  An observation he made was that the only thing we
have that is unconditioned is our awareness.  And choiclessly being aware of our psychological state, whether it be fear or anger or
whatever  - helps decondition that psychological and  emotional state and brings us back to ourselves.  It also helps us to BE IN THE
MOMENT.   So much fear is about what might happen in the future.  But we don't live in the future, and our state now, will affect how
we cope in the future. If we are anxious, we will take that anxiety into the 'future'.  

It may sound trivial but there are some simple ideas that bring this understanding to bear at a practical level.: "Today is the tomorrow
you were worried about yesterday". "Worrying is like praying for what you don't want."  And another wise saying:  "Hating someone is
like drinking poison and expecting the other person to die."   If we can ameliorate our fear, we can make clearer decisions and not be
bullied or cowed into following the frightened herd. And the less fear there is in us, and others we meet - means less fear in the world
- which at the moment desperately needs calming.
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Yes NW, on the right track to face fear, we need to feel psychologically free to Qnd the way to the truth. Without that freedom, it is not
possible to see what the truth is, to see if there is a reality not invented by fear, not shaped by a decadent society, not feeling intimate
by the power of the corrupt elites and their allies, the media. The culture in which we live, with a technocracy that depresses the
human soul, that equates us to simple robots that drives our movements lacking in human perspective, induces us to a daily
monotony, boredom, loneliness, despair, anxiety and ultimately fear. Unless you are free and nurtured by discipline you cannot
explore, you cannot investigate, you cannot examine. And to examine it, you need not only freedom, but also the discipline that
needs to be observed.

The false pandemic of the Covid is conditioning the minds are conditioned by a power structure, which enslaves the minds of people
who do not know how to Qnd the true path of truth. These minds are invaded by the virus of unconsciousness and passivity. The
force of freedom and the discipline of self-knowledge and true facts is what should shape our destiny in the face of fear. Our minds
must be trained to accept fear and escape that fear, even though we cannot fully and completely resolve the entire nature and
structure of fear.
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“You live life in an individualistic way, you are interested in yourself, your own problems, problems that never end but only increase.
You live that kind of life, you have grown up, you have been educated and conditioned to that kind of life. But you, as a friend, come
and tell me: "Look, your conscience is not yours, you suffer just like other people suffer." When I listen to him, I do not reject what he
tells me because it makes sense, it is sensible, and I see that what he tells me can, perhaps, bring peace to the world. So I say to
myself, "Can I free myself from fear now?" I realize my responsibility, my full responsibility for the whole of consciousness. I realize
that when I investigate fear I am helping all human consciousness to alleviate fear. " Jiddu Krishnamurti.
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Hi Gui,  Great truth here.  Breggin spoke volumes when in the midst of the realization of the corruption, and the use of fear appeal
that the tyrants are using against humanity,  he imagines himself 'standing in front of God, explaining why I didn't do anything.'   He
realized he had to be courageous, and take action, to express God's love for humanity, in his unique way.   Boldly sharing truth opens
doorways to others who are afraid in the dark.  Do your part, and stay connected in your Love, because I expect that overcoming the
loveless manifestations of the lower vibrations will be an epic experience!   Hi Newlandswander, yes indeed, focus your intent and
trust in every moment.  Practice letting go and forgiving the past for more freedom. As it's said in the Bible, “Do not be anxious about
anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:6-7).
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Hi, dear Luvvvy, great reference from Dr. Peter Breggin. A phrase to keep in mind: “Do your part, and stay connected in your Love,
because I expect that overcoming the loveless manifestations of the lower vibrations will be an epic experience! ". Thanks again. “I
was asked by the National Institute of Health to be their scientiQc discussant on the effects of these drug [Ritalin] at a big
conference they held. Beforehand, I reviewed all of the important literature on the issue. Even with experiments on animals. When
they're given these drugs they stop playing; they stop being curious; they stop socializing; they stop trying to escape. We make good
caged animals with these drugs. And we make good caged kids by knocking their spontaneity out of them. And the other thing is
that these drugs enforce obsessive behavior.” - Peter Breggin.

Meritorious recognition of Dr, Peter Breggin "The conscience of psychiatry", for having been Qghting against the dependence of
psychiatry on neurotoxic drugs, as well as other ethically questionable practices such as lobotomy and electroshock therapy,
advocating therapies that are focus more on caring, love and empathy. His work provides the basis for modern criticism of
psychiatric diagnoses and drugs and is at the forefront in promoting the most supportive and effective therapies. His research and
educational projects have made signiQcant changes to the FDA approval, comprehensive prescribing information, and the labels of
dozens of antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs. It continues to educate the public and professionals about the tragic psychiatric
drug of American children. articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/09/27/peter-breggin-t..  .----
journeysdream.org/why-psychiatric-drugs-are-killing-your-brain-and-how..
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Excellent posts Guillermo and NewlandsWanderer.  Even the title of Erich Fromm's book, The Art of Loving, conveys greats lessons.
 An art is something you practice, not something you passively "fall into."  "Love" is a noun... a thing; "Loving" is action, again,
something that is practiced... like any other art, practice is required for mastery.  This is the whole reason for liberty... no state can
legislate these things (Love, Wisdom, Consciousness...) and no state can confer them.  They are ours... or more to the point, at our
deepest, most central essence, WE ARE THAT!   Personally, I do not Qght for freedom simple to indulge my enslavement to various
consumerist appetites.  There are more important things at stake.
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Thank you Gui.  Those last few words you quote from Krishnamurti are very profound:  " "Can I free myself from fear now?" I realize
my responsibility, my full responsibility for the whole of consciousness. I realize that when I investigate fear I am helping all human
consciousness to alleviate fear. "  Krishnamurti once remarked that  "You are the world and the world is you".  If we can heal division
within ourselves and stand bravely in the light we can help become part of the solution.  If we remain in fear and darkness, we can be
swept along on an unconscious tide of propaganda and fear-mongering.

Thank you Luvvy for your enlightening thoughts.   " Practice letting go and forgiving the past for more freedom."  A wonderful and
healing piece of advice.  I recall an old French proverb which goes:  "You become what you hate." This, I guess  is because we are
attached to those emotions which can poison us.  Your approach and your quote from the Bible is a key to releasing us from that
torment and disconnecting us from adding to the chaos.  

Which, of course, doesn't mean turning our back on evil, but Qghting with a shield as in your quote from the Bible, “Do not be anxious
about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God,
which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus”(Philippians 4:6-7).  God is the best
warrior to have on our side!  Thanks Darzoum.  You relay some very important points.  It struck me a few years ago that we cannot
"will"  love, compassion, wisdom, inspiration, enlightenment, or Grace.  They are beyond our ego's control,  They can't be bought.
Which is probably just as well!!  They can come as gifts, perhaps when God wills it and when our hearts are open.
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Thanks David, you speak properly, Yes, no State can legislate love, wisdom, conscience, friendship, empathy, enthusiasm,… .., but
how far are the leaders and institutions of this world from responsibility, justice, loyalty , integrity, dignity, commitment… .We are at
the doors that open to depress human nature, the senses and experiences that make man fully control his capacities and desires to
achieve a better world. The battle against these forces of evil is of each person and also in the cooperation of humanity to achieve
freedom. These phrases by Erich Fromm, The Art of Being and Peter Breggin have convergences:

“A person who has not been completely alienated, who has remained sensitive and able to feel, who has not lost the sense of dignity,
who is not yet "for sale", who can still suffer over the suffering of others, who has not acquired fully the having mode of existence -
brieby, a person who has remained a person and not become a thing - cannot help feeling lonely, powerless, isolated in present-day
society. He cannot help doubting himself and his own convictions, if not his sanity. He cannot help suffering, even though he can
experience moments of joy and clarity that are absent in the life of his "normal" contemporaries.

Not rarely will he suffer from neurosis that results from the situation of a sane man living in an insane society, rather than that of the
more conventional neurosis of a sick man trying to adapt himself to a sick society. In the process of going further in his analysis, i.e.
of growing to greater independence and productivity,his neurotic symptoms will cure themselves.”― Erich fromm, The Art of Being “I
would like to write my next book about what happened to critical intelligence in America and how it's been undermined by these
really shallow ideas about human life and nature.”- Peter Breggin.
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Guillermo, thanks for sharing more of the wisdom of Dr. Fromm and Dr. Breggin... like yourself, good men.  I feel that when we Qnd
the aspects of our Real Identities--as you say, "love, wisdom, conscience, friendship, empathy, enthusiasm"--when these become our
highest values, then selQshness breaks down and harmony becomes inevitable: whether I Qnd it in you or in me matters little; if I
value it, then I value and care for it as much in you as in me.  To reference Dr. Breggin's quote about his next book and those who
harbor "really shallow ideas about human life and nature," the people trying to legislate or tyrannize for supposedly "good ends," such
as globalism, "world health,"  etc, are working from ignorance, at best.
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The so called " elite" can no more create all the fear and anxiety, than can undermine the more advanced state of consciousness
demonstrated on such sites as this. We, as a world culture, are going through a paradigm shift, and the effects are simply a
rebection of the state of speciQc levels of consciousness, much of which, is entangled with different historical group consciousness
structures. Examples of such rebections being the "belief" of the so called elites , are responsible for these shifts Were people like
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Michelangelo, daVinci, Henry Ford, Tesla, etc etc, responsible for the effects they had on our evolution?
They simply followed their in-tuition. Beliefs (including those of Krishnamuti and the like), by deQnition, are accumulations of past
group interpretations. Much is said about "living in the now" these days (as though there is any choice hehehe), which is at least a
step away from all belief systems.
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How could we put fear into Gates, Fauci and the like's?
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I would like to thank Dr Peter Breggin for being a HUMAN BEING ~ this variety of life on this planet has become short in supply and
distinctly rare ~ Breggin's analysis concerning the predatory nature of coercive fear mongering strikes me as "authoritative" ~ Breggin is
obviously someone who CARES  although Breggin {as a psychiatrist} does not go so far as to posit mental illness in the POWER MAD elites
who behave like children who have been spoilt rotten and see the world in a selQsh self gratifying mirror of their child like delight in
demanding that little Lord Fauntleroy and wanting to possess everything as a personal right of OWNERSHIP ~ "gimme, gimme, gimme and
mine, mine, mine" ~ their parents never taught them cooperative social values

only like the Rockefellers upbringing {and other Eugenicists like SNAKE GATEs} they have been encouraged to believe that the world is their
oyster ~ take what you want SNAKE GATES"S father inculcated into his son  ~ be like a conquistador and "take, take, take" ` this is the
megalomaniac indoctrination of this emotional casualty called SNAKE GATES ~

this "noblesse oblige" that Gates has been primed for is his self belief and conQdence that at the same time informs SNAKE GATES that
"only his WILL counts" and that everyone else's WIL has no merit ~ this GOOFBALL has become our Planetary Ruler ~ what Breggin does
not emphasize is just how INSANE these plutocrats are and the threat this INSANITY poses to the survival of our species ~ Breggin is a
qualiQed psychiatrist and should be able to diagnose INSANITY without hesitation ~ Breggin does not make this DECLARATION but it is
time that psychiatrists actually declared that the Emperor wears no clothes and that SNAKE GATES who wants to inject 8 billion humans
with poisonous substances {aka vaccines} and therefore "save" Mankind by decimating the human population  ~ this is INSANITY ~ I repeat
" THIS IS INSANITY" ~ Dr Breggin please conQrm my lay diagnosis
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Fear is being used to manipulate us into accepting what is not normal as a so-called "new normal" with dire consequences for humanity as
we are duped into accepting continued suppression of our freedom and normative human interaction to facilitate the nefarious plans of
unelected billionaires (Gates, et.al.) and organizations (World Economic Forum) to create society in their own desired "image and likeness."
 

Yes, the virus exists but we know who is most severely impacted and needs to be protected; we know 94 percent of deaths attributed occur
in people with 2.6 average comorbidities; we know the survival rate is very high; and we know there are massive problems with PCR testing
leading to inbated "cases." The way in which mainstream media collaborates with the fear narrative--obsession with "cases" and deaths
without context questioning the testing or ways deaths are counted--is truly frustrating. They simply will not report on the likely nefarious
origins of the virus, the Technocrats' plans for social control, alternative expert views on how to respond to the virus like the Great
Barrington Declaration opposing lockdowns, or God forbid natural health responses to the virus or questions about vaccine safety. Add the
censorship of the Big Tech oligarchy, and we have a perfect storm to advance continued unnecessary suppression of normative human life,
with devastating effects on human health far worse than the "virus."

I even see comments here criticizing Dr. Mercola for his courageous reporting on the "truth" which Big Media will not report and Big Tech
suppresses. People have been duped by fear. We have lived with viruses throughout human history but for some reason--clearly revealed in
this and other recent articles--this particular, lab-created virus somehow justiQes taking joy and freedom out of life to impose fear and
control. This is, simply put, evil; the truth will set us free. Speaking truth engenders opposition but in the end wins.
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Yes, Dr.Steve, the fear that should not be had by COVID-19 would avoid the fear of being without work, without housing, without a
decent diet for a person. This is what we can expect from the globalist elites who have their power in the great market of funds that
make great fortunes grow and that this false pandemic of COVID.19 will enhance as a result of the strengthening of the big
monopolies, and the restart or reconstruction of a predominantly one-colored market: large corporations dominate governments,
promote inequalities, and enslave 99% of humanity.

You cannot trust the big capital that moves "The Big Six", that is, the banking, pharmaceutical, agricultural, military-industrial
complex, energy and the media industry. money falls into the hands of the richest, there is "a complex network of tax havens and a
whole industry of large wealth managers" who guarantee that this wealth "is not redistributed" and is left out. the reach of citizens as
a whole and of governments. The big family "philanthro-capitalism", which wants to save the world from hunger. and it is only
causing more hunger, slavery, disease and death. Today's philanthro-capitalists see a world full of big problems that only they can
solve but always driven by the goal of maximizing the “leverage” of donor money.

The civilization of money and power has deteriorated and dehumanized politicians and spread fear to people. It is the civilization of
intolerance that has a lot to do with dogmatism, authoritarianism, tyranny, and with force and imposition. Each report by Dr. Mercola
is a Qght against a totalitarian state, against a techno-fascism that is taking hold in society. These reports are true lights on a path
strewn with thorns. There are many open fronts, but also people are realizing the deception and the big lies of this totalitarian state.
Recognizing the truth is the Qrst step in the Qght.
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I cringe as I see electronic signs along freeways warning that there is a Covid-19 Level Red Alert, and newspaper headlines that
"inform" us that "cases" are on the increase.  We must also prepare for a "Dark Winter".  Back in March I was somewhat concerned,
but as time went by I personally did not witness huge numbers of deaths or even of hospitalizations. Most bu seasons I witness sick
people, and sometimes even get sick myself. However, I know of absolutely no one who has gotten sick with this Corona virus,
although I know people who know people who have gotten sick and died, but every single one of those people had serious
pre-existing  health conditions that contributed to their death.    We must open our eyes and actually SEE the truth that is right in
front of us, rather than blindly believing everything that we are told.
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Darzoum
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Hello Dr. Steven, another Qne post.  Regarding, "I even see comments here criticizing Dr. Mercola for his courageous reporting on the
"truth" which Big Media will not report and Big Tech suppresses. People have been duped by fear."-- I've also taken note of that
phenomenon lately, and like you, I see it as a fear reaction.  The worst of it might be to try to intimidate Dr. Mercola or the rest of us
to back off these penetrating looks "behind the curtain" and simply go back to the way things were.  We're now way past that point.  I
don't care to spend so much of my time looking into all these lies and deceptions, but we are being attacked... there's no choice but
to face it, except for those who still believe a head in the sand is still a viable option.
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There are  any levels of truth, some levels are less aware than others. Just look at the US at the moment. Each half of the divided
community is equally convinced that they are correct. The reason I mentioned this, is because when comments such as " the truth
will set US free", that evokes a reaction from other " group" truths, aka beliefs. The so called elites think they  create and manipulate
such mentality, just as much as their so called " victims" believe they can be manipulated. If you think of the whole human series of
events as a  course in awareness, as a few " graduates" recognize the timeless wisdom of masters such as Pythagoras, informing
the students the meaning of Know Thyself, the group is also more aware today, but still interprets as " let's get them before they get
us" but with more potency in these times. This is why this cycle, from the ancient Vedas, was labeled the Kali yuga, the  period of
illusion...something that every graduate has experienced personally.
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Oh Yes - let's all trust vaccine makers like PQzer.  NOT!!!! Someone who used to work for a vaccine company said today:  "If you trust these
people than you may only be one IQ point above a Guinea Pig" https://t.co/c3feuUgYGx?amp=1
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NewlandsWanderer - You are also aware that the Gates Foundation vaccinators - or facilitators in India were attacked by villagers
when they entered certain villages, yes? This also occurred in Pakistan. Apparently no informed nothin' had occurred.
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Thank you NW and ROSE, continued: PQzer pays out to Nigerian families of meningitis drug trial victims, The parents of four Nigerian
children who died of meningitis have become the Qrst winners of a 15-year legal battle against PQzer over a Qercely controversial
drug trial. www.theguardian.com/world/2011/aug/11/pQzer-nigeria-meningitis-drug-c..  .--- PFIZER SET A RECORD FOR THE
LARGEST HEALTH CARE FRAUD SETTLEMENT AND THE LARGEST CRIMINAL FINE OF ANY KIND WITH $2.3 BILLION IN 2009. In
2017, a Reputation Institute report ranked PQzer last among the top 17 drug makers for reputation.
www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-largest-health-car..  .----- PFIZER LAWSUITS AND SETTLEMENTS.
www.drugwatch.com/.../pQzer  .---- BIGGEST EVER PHARMA LAWSUITS BY SETTLEMENT AMOUNT: RANKING THE TOP TEN.
www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/features/biggest-pharmaceutical-laws..
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This article is so spot on. I'm a working girl out in the public in a restaurant. The comments I hear from the majority of people is completely
against the lock down, makes, etc. The public is much smarter than most of us think. How do we rally these people against those in power?
However,  there are those who really are living in fear. Some of which are my family members. Unfortunately the company I work for is on
board with all of this propaganda. They are a major retailer across the country. If we won't wear masks, we don't work. How do I combat
this? From my overall perspective, this was predicted thousands of years ago in Scripture. And eventually the prediction is for a one world
government.  Still, I will Qght to keep our freedoms anyway I can, as long as I can!  In the end evil will not win God will, but the battle is going
to be a bad one. It's for our souls.
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Right.  A lot more people have kept our heads on straight than the bought, paid for, and downright silly media would let on.   I've
decided the best attitude is to be aware, but level-headed, and go about life with a light heart and conQdent mindset, knowing that
truth, love and liberty are indeed more powerful than these forces of idiocy.
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katguy, don't despair, the younger generation has not been around long enough to witness the government pushing false narratives
only to be proven wrong time and again.  Many of the youngsters will eventually Qgure it out, just as you and I have.
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Terrorism is the tool tyrants use to craft fear in the hearts of men.  Fear is a low energy state; it pulls us into a "vibration" the tyrants
understand and exploit.  What they do not understand is Love, Wisdom, Truth.  This is not speculation; it is demonstrable by their very
words and deeds.  The adherents of Technocracy are devoid of Beauty.  They need lots of money, double-dealings and cronyism to
compensate for their terrible, pitiful handicaps.  Transhumanism is robotic, soulless and sub-human; it can only succeed over the fearful,
lesser versions of ourselves.  To both protect yourself and exercise your liberties to the fullest, develop your superpowers, as Dr. Breggins
begins to suggest.
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Yes, David. “There is only one possible creative solution that can establish the relationships between individualized man and the
world: his active solidarity with all men, and his spontaneous activity, work and love, capable of re-uniting him with the world, no
longer through means of primary ties, but rather by saving his character as a free and independent individual. ”.- Erich Fromm A new
world order cannot be created by the nations without the support of the people, a democratic attitude is needed, away from the
corporatocracy and techno-fascist currents and that needs to be grounded by a world ethic that is supported and lived by people of
all ages. cultures based on human values.

We cannot consent to being hostages to authoritarian structures. Nobody has the right to subdue others from any dominant position,
based on tyranny. Humanity needs to overcome its addiction to the Stockholm Syndrome and Qght for the freedom and health of the
planet, so that successive generations will Qnd a planet ruled by true democracies that defend sustainable progress.  We will Qght to
enhance the internal freedom of thought, control, the shield of our identity as a person or as a people, in the face of communication
monopolies, from a globalization imposed from the money market, of the business beneQt that enslaves the workers and that it
attacks the sense of responsibility and independence of thought that is what gives meaning and security to our existence.
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Thanks for the insightful rebections, Darzoum and Gui. One big factor I foresee in the Qght for freedom will be standing up to the
threats that may be posed by "mandatory" vaccinations, tracing, etc. I can see the powers that be using vaccines as a weapon
against resistance by denying access to basic life activities for those of us who will refuse to take a Coronavirus vaccine or resist
other privacy-invasive "mandates" issued under the guise of public health and promoted for the "common good" through deceptive
media campaigns. These are dire thoughts, but who would have imagined our lives would be as they are now sixth months ago?

Google and Facebook seek to suppress alternative views and control the narrative while the Technocrats use their money and
inbuence to persuade corrupt politicians to do their dirty work of suppression. Now, governors are telling people in America how
we're supposed to celebrate Thanksgiving! They are literally taking joy out of life and one of their techniques is to blame the public,
which is largely adhering to their orders, for "not taking this seriously." From a religious perspective, we are in the midst of a spiritual
battle. Consider how they targeted Churches, Synagogues and other religious institutions as dangerous "spreaders" while remaining
silent about massive BLM protests. Hmmm. Good ultimately will triumph over evil. We must, as you say Darzoum, work to "exercise
your liberties to the fullest."
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Issue is that I know this. Before the data showed it I felt it in my gut - the false and the lies. And no one I know sees it. They are too driven
by fear. Intelligent people buying into lies and fear. I live in NYC. I refused to watch the circus called Cuomo. Don’t trust him. I’m not worried
about this virus at all. I’m worried about my friends and family who think Fauci is god. And they comply to this bullshit. I have no one to talk
to about this. A very lonely place to be. How do we we got out of this?  What is the path out? We need a plan to resist. I am isolated from my
family because of their fear and their refusal to see truth.
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I too am in the same predicament...all my siblings and friends choosing to hide under their happy rocks.  Luckily my two sons (ages
25 and 31) get it, so there is hope in our next generation.  Its funny... I work with girls who run an internal medicine practice
(vaccinating all day long) and they all take masks off in the break room and we have normal breaks. I think they get it but say
nothing, as they must keep their jobs.
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mgelnaw, I agree with your statement that we need a plan to resist. Many, many people I know are emotionally and physically
preparing for the Fight. No one speaks about the shape it will take, because we simply don't know yet. The sentiment being voiced is
that we are at a "Fight or Die" moment in world history. This whole scenario reminds me of a movie from the 1950's called "The
Invasion of the Body Snatchers". It dealt with the concept of alien pods being placed around the world which would hatch and take
over the life of each person they were designed to mimic. Then the real person would die. Soon towns were full of "people" who
acted strangely, like automatons. Those who had not been overcome yet tried to Qght. I won't tell you the ending in case you choose
to watch it, but it was a fantastic metaphor for what is happening to us. I truthfully am ba}ed by people here who feel convinced that
Love will overcome our situation.

I guess I am a warrior by birth, so I see us facing some sort of battle, whether physical, psychological or spiritual, and that when we
prevail in that battle then Love will Qnd its natural balance in our world. Everyone I know feels an almost supernatural fear and
foreboding. Its not of the virus, its of the animate, genuine Evil we are being confronted with. We know something on another
spiritual plane is at work here, and in many respects its a shape-shifter, causing us to doubt our own senses. We speak carefully
among ourselves about a Resistance, an organized global movement that must occur to remove this Evil from our midst. In WW11
the Jews acted too late, because such decent, moral humans could not imagine, refused to believe, that other humans could commit
such Evil on them. Are we going to repeat their mistake?
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You do have people you can discuss this with, the commenters at Mercola.com. I stopped here today "just for a minute" and stayed
for an hour to read. I am blown away by the strength, kindness, intelligence and wisdom being shared here.
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The easiest way to control a person’s thoughts is when s/he is afraid.  Franklin Delano Roosevelt was well-aware of this fact when he
cautioned Americans, “The only thing to fear is fear itself”.  We have seen the awful repercussions of the Red Scare here in America.
 However, the most severe evidence of thought control through fear tactics comes from Nazi Germany. When Goring was asked at the
Nuremberg trials how he was able to convince the highly educated German people into doing such horrible things, he replied that any
government can control it's population through fear.
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Great news. Reiner Fuellmich started the legal process. Law suit Qled on 25.11.20 in Germany. Plaintiff is Dr Wolfgang Wordarg and this is a
defamation law suit against a group of so-called fact checkers that are manipulating the truth. They accuse Dr Wordag of lying when he
says that the PCR test cannot pick up a current infection.  Fact checkers seems to never produce information but simply label you. This will
be a blue print for other law suits around the world – one of many law suits coming via many other lawyers especially in the US and Canada
Notes: 1) Dr Wordag was instrumental in Qghting the Swine Flu hoax – 700 children in Europe were disabled for life by the Swine Flu
vaccine – narcolepsy that is permanent damage to the brain. 2) Dr Reiner Fuellmich works very closely with Robert F Kennedy from the
Children's Health Defense (interviewed by Dr Mercola on numerous occasions)
odysee.com/@Illusion2Reality:b/Dr-Reiner-Fuellmich-Covid-19-Law-Suit-s..
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Wearing the mask is saying you comply with the new world system ...
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What do you think? fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/the-biderman-report-of-1956-and-covid-1..  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32533071  
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32251768   pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33014317
 www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/antiviral-therapy/ivermectin/  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22535622
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Hi Almond. Great comparison of Biderman, We are with COVID-19 in these methods: isolation, monopolization of perception,
induced debilitation or exhaustion, threats, occasional indulgences, demonstrating omnipotence and omniscience, degradation, and
enforcing trivial demands. Testimony of a General Practitioner in the UK. THE COVID PHYSICIAN’S TRUE CORONAVIRUS TIMELINE.
“My experience is no one but the government and mainstream media are sharing apocalyptic Covid-19 death experiences with me”

“Anyone who dies within 28 days of a positive coronavirus test is a coronavirus death. The nominated standard community test for
Covid-19 is an unprecedentedly bad one, far from any gold standard test. Potentially up to 93 percent may be false positive. This will
create a synthetic “case-demic” spike because the health secretary pushes poor mass-testing hard and fast. This will be used to
frighten those of the public who do not understand statistics, and who understandably instinctively trust their government. Testing
simultaneously for more probable causes such as colds, bu and pneumonia will not be done. Everyone else with any other disease
can go rot or go private. Children who are almost never at fatal risk (unlike with inbuenza) will be denied proper social care, an
education and freedom of association.”

“It is an irrational doomsday reading of the situation by our government, which is nothing of the sort in reality. It is a wilful
governmental catastrophizing of a situation I have not actually encountered in my professional nor my personal reality this year.
Certainly, the emergent case-fatality data is not rebective of the government’s persistent narrative of fear. I Qnd myself asking is this
melodrama, or medicine I am being asked by the government to practice?”
thecritic.co.uk/the-covid-physicians-true-coronavirus-timeline/
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I don't know if this was posted already, apologies if it was. Hermann Goering, was asked by one of the prosecutors, how did you get the
German people? – the German people are the most educated people in the world, they were some of the most tolerant people in the world.
The Weimar Republic was one of the strongest democracies in the world. How did you take them? These people were so well educated and
so awakened and so tolerant and turned them into obedient slaves who had committed some of the worst atrocities in human history? and
Goering said, ”oh, that’s a simple thing.” And any of you can look up his quote and I urge you to do so. And he said, “And it works not just in
the fascist government, but it works in a democracy, in a monarchy and in a communist government, and any government that you want, the
job of the government is to put the people in fear. And and if you can keep them in fear, you can get them to do anything that you want them
to do, that they will turn into sheep.
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American's are such sheep!  And what's so hysterically absurd about it is that they continue to point the Qnger all around them as
they wear their masks, social distance, virtue signal to those around, looking for nods of approval then complain the governor won't
let them have TG dinner.  They don't call, they don't write, they don't visit any governmental o�ce, they just complain on social media-
the powerless nitwit bleating sheep is 100% self deceived - LOL If I weren't stuck in the middle of these dimwits I'd say blow us all to
smithereens because we deserve it!! And yes, I do write, I do call my mayor, governor, and congress people, I do share Dr Mercola
and Ivor Cummins on PARLER bc I've dropped all other social media.
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let me make this clear. fauci is nothing more than a charlatan, an operative, doing the bidding of the real power. he does nothing on his own
as does neither gates,soros, and etc. stop voting for dems and repubs!!!! start taking charge of your lives instead of leaving it up to the
snakes of the world, POLITICIANS.
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The cdc is a private for proQt only corporation that happens to have a government contract. They will and have lied to the public about an
alleged virus that they have admitted that they have never isolated the virus! How can they make a vaccine for a virus that hasn’t been
proven??? Sheeple will believe ANYTHING they see on Tell-Lie-Vision!!
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The CDC receives 45% of their funding from industry, largely the pharmaceutical industry.
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I work in a trauma center in Wisconsin. We have been at full capacity for over a month. We are now at our tipping point. We don’t have
enough staff to take care of pts. If masks won’t help keep Covid from spreading, what do you suggest? I am tired and can’t keep up this
pace let alone the abuse from angry pts.
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At this point in time, what I suggest would be di�cult to enforce because people are ruled by fear and want to comply. They believe
that by being "good" team players, they will be protected. However, the opposite is true. You must become an independent thinker
and take responsibility for yourself. This is di�cult to enforce because people are afraid they cannot be different from the crowd and
make better choices for themselves than "the experts". Masks don't work--masks do work, then, masks don't work. 28 day isolation
reduced to 14 day isolation reduced to 7 day isolation.

Testing that does not work. Discovering ventilators, once in demand, may do more harm than good. The excuse given for
continuously erroneous information is that they are learning more all the time. The truth is that they have made many mistakes and
know very little. You cannot rely on the experts.  They have often been wrong so far. Therein lies the dilemma. Unless you practice
standard medicine, you risk litigation. Also, federal funding for many hospitals may be tied to compliance with vaccination quotas,
such as for bu. Start with prevention. I

f everyone were tested and vitamin D optimized, I believe this would be much more effective than any vaccine. Treatment using
nebulizers, H2O2 and/or colloidal silver. There are many rare natural therapies herbalists should be familiar with. Substitutes for
hydroxychloroquine, etc. Also other remedies proven effective in previous bu epidemics--to be used for prevention or treatment.
These are only for the knowledgeable because they exist in limited supply and generally require wild-harvesting. For that reason, I
will not name them here, fearing proQteers would overharvest and destroy them. Homeopathy, in its various forms, has been shown
to be 98-99% effective in previous bu epidemics. That would never be acceptable to the public or the pharmaceutical industry since
it is not condoned by standard medicine. Also, consider nosodes.
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Look after you Qrst if you plan to look after others. Think about it.  How can you look after others if you are worn out emotionally or
physically? You simply can't. Your job may offer limitations as to what you can and can not do. Understanding those limitations
enables one to be reasonable as to what is under one's control and what is not. You can not assume responsibility over something
you have no control over so worrying about that though understandable is not realistic. Doing the job the best you can under di�cult
conditions requires a tough mental attitude which is under your control even though the environment is not. Work issues should be
aired to your superiors so that they are aware. The Covid question is not one that will help solve your problem at the centre but this

The Bene]ts of Vitamin
C in Cancer Treatment
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site offers advice that you personally can use to keep healthy and strengthen your immune system or even lower the viral load if
infected with Covid. So work out what you have or do not have control over and then and attitude that enable you to do your job in a
healthy way so to speak and the rest you must leave it up to others or to God.
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vio7642
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Unfortunately, the Covid jabs are neither safe nor effective. The o�cial narrative is that the Covid jab reduces severe outcomes,
which is also false.
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wallguy
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Leave no doubts....Dr.Fauci is the person your parents, and all those spy movies, warned you about!   A real life Dysfunction human being
with a private agenda of dirty deeds . Ten years from now.  You'll still Qnd it di�cult to see how vulnerable we were and continue to be.
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This is nonsense about Masks , you should never give in to tyrants, if you give them a inch they will take a mile, this makes you
compromised, that is exactly what they want , people need to get a backbone and stand up to these tyrants.
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Months into all this, I'm pretty much the only one out there still not wearing a mask. And here in Oregon the Governor is doubling down the
lockdown next week. No one that I see ANYWHERE is standing up to this. I read lots online, including here about standing up to the fear but
no one does. So you all talk a good story, but then do nothing about it. I just Qnished 6 weeks on the road traveling all over our state and I
didn't see anyone sick. I wound up in the ER one night (lung disease isn't pretty) and it was empty, but they were pretty sure I had C-19 and
what I went through was a nightmare. I even had police surrounding my vehicle at one point. What I DID see on the road were small
communities that were ghost towns, for sale signs on many, many mainstreet buildings, lots of families camping (no school) and
individuals camping with summer tents in 20 degree weather. And all dutifully wearing their masks. Try to talk to ANYONE about the lies
and they dismiss you. Yet lots of "truth" sites say we're winning. No we're not!!!! The vaccine will be a blockbuster. I predict that despite
what people are saying, they'll be lining up. So fearful, so desperate, so ignorant of the power that is their immune system.
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To Sandi and Garagekey: Dr. Mercola IS discussing mental health and what is causing deterioration under the current circumstances in our
nation. Under the draconian measures inbicted upon us the suicide rate has gone up exponentially. Isn't this something we should be
concerned about? Fear also affects our physical being, and the current fear seems to be death by covid even though statistics show it's
about the same as any year with a bad bu.  We need to question why.
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Here in Illinois most of the restaurants are limited to 20% of capacity for indoor dining if that and many are not allowed to have indoor
dining.  Outdoor dining is also limited yet pot shops (which was legalized) are considered essential. Taxes on pot are well north of 30% and
the lines are long every day. Big box stores like Home Depot-Lowes-Menards are packed and it is hard to Qnd a parking spot. Same for
grocers but getting a bite to eat according to politicians at a local diner gives you a greater chance of getting or transmitting Covid.
Consider that 50% of all Covid deaths are in nursing homes but you can't go to a restaurant. Nothing is ever said about the
rioting-looting-protesting but dining out is almost nonexistent.  Even our governor was walking with people who were celebrating Biden's
win at the same time Chicago is enacting stay at home orders.  The world has gone from crazy to widespread insanity.
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I recall the fear during H1N1. When I entered assisted living facilities, signs were posted at doors reminding you to stay home if you
had any symptoms of cold or bu. Even then, it was widely known that the elderly and those in frail health were vulnerable and needed
to be protected, even from, the most common simple illnesses that many people recovered from. There were many deaths in nursing
homes.  It was not just about H1N1, but realizing how fragile certain individuals are and must be protected from everything.
However, at the same time, it would have helped if they had regular exposure to sunshine, vitamin D and supplements, and better
diets with lots of fresh food.

I do believe I contracted H1N1, but was never tested. I woke up seriously ill one morning. I was fortunate enough to have
homeopathics easily within reach and was able to cure myself of symptoms by noon the same day, although I felt the residual
weakness that is the common aftermath during recovery form the bu for a couple days afterwards.

What has happened to the national consciousness is that many people no wait to be taken care of. We have govt-trained
dependency.  We need to return to the can-do-spirit of educating ourselves and self-reliance. Even if you think back to a relatively
recent historical event such as the aftermath of the Mt. St. Helen's explosion, many people had the attitude that they would Qgure it
out and deal with it.  They had conQdence in their ability to cope and solve problems. They did not cower in fear. Even those few
families who made it out of the woods alive demonstrated exceptional creative problem-solving ability and good judgment. Most
were not educated to the degree that many covid "experts" are, but they used their experience and common sense in situations they
were otherwise unprepared for. Those who escaped and survived did so because of self-reliance--they did not sit around and wait for
help from the govt. There are similar examples throughout history.
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Good will triumph over evil only IF THE MAJORITY exercise their freedoms to the fullest.
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Yes  JanetMar. "Freedom of expression is the foundation of human rights, the root of human nature, and the mother of truth. Killing
freedom of expression is insulting human rights, it is repressing human nature and suppressing the truth" - Liu Xiaobo. Defender of
human rights and Nobel Peace Prize in 2010.
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Anxiety is not automatically a state of confusion. Anxiety and confusion may exist in the same person, and contribute to each other, but
they're not synonymous. Confusion happens when people 'choose' belief over observable reality, Qction over fact, magical thinking over
reason. Confusion often leads to fear, but fear doesn't necessarily lead to confusion.
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It's all about conditioning people to accept medical tyranny and tyranny like we saw in the 30s in Germany and USSR. Totalitarian regimes
have all one thing in common. YOUR BODY belongs to the State. There is a twist here. The Government is ruled by evil oligarchs. Bill Gates
is their poster boy but the 800 pound gorilla is in reality the Rockefeller Foundation and the CFR. The octopus Demons hide behind NGOs
and international institutions like the UN and the WHO to push the hidden agenda. AGENDA 21. The new name is DARK WINTER. Their goal
not to subtle is extermination by stealth of 90 % world population by diverse measures. Poisoned and dangerous GMOs, bad synthetic
foods, bad drugs and Qnally dangerous experimental vaccines combined with catastrophic pseudo green policies and destruction of small
entreprise, the working poor and the middle class . Naturally for the objective to succeed they must eliminate the ultimate freedom;
freedom to accept or refuse a medical treatment. The tyrannical lockdowns are their sale argument to sell the medical tyranny. Their RESET
is total slavery like under  Hitler, under Stalin and under Xi  in modern China.
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So the "Fear Appeal" comes down to (most) everyone on the planet getting injected with this dangerous and untested DNA altering mRNA
vaccine!   "Overlooking the obvious: The human immune system already knows how to do this, without needing any injections. The (very)
big picture in all this is often overlooked by everyone. They miss the forest for the trees because your body already possesses mRNA
nanotechnology that can identify pathogens and destroy them. It’s part of the immune system with which you were born.

Your immune system is fully capable of astonishing feats of self preservation, but only if it is properly fueled with the nutrients and
elements it needs to perform as designed. Vitamin D deQciency causes immune suppression, and a person who is vitamin D deQcient likely
won’t respond very well to an mRNA vaccine no matter how advanced the technology. Zinc, selenium and magnesium are critical elements
that tend to be deQcient in those with poor immune function. Supplementation with these minerals allows the immune system to reach its
full potential, rendering mRNA vaccines largely obsolete."  science.news/2020-05-25-mrna-vaccines-how-they-work-coronavirus.html  . And
that is why I thank Dr. Mercola for all that he has done in the many articles that stresses nutrition and supplementation. He has done a lot to
help many people to improve their health. I for one can attest to that. So why take a mRNA vaccine when your body is capable of defending
itself ???
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So why are Moderna and PQzer using mRNA (messenger RNA) in a vaccine? They want to reprogram human DNA as an experiment
and see what happens to our progeny. Critics in the UK say a side effect is sterilization which is good for the Powers That Ought Not
To Be because they want to rid the earth of 6 billion plus commoners.These new vaccines are in an entirely new class all by
themselves. They are known as “messenger RNA” (mRNA) vaccines, and they work by hijacking the protein-making machinery in
your cells… When Moderna was just Qnishing its Phase I trial, The Independent wrote about the vaccine and described it this way: “It
uses a sequence of genetic RNA material produced in a lab that, when injected into your body, must invade your cells and hijack your
cells’ protein-making machinery called ribosomes to produce the viral components that subsequently train your immune system to
Qght the virus.”

So in my view. There is something very powerful in these vaccines that they feel they must get into your body before their Qnal
march to world conquest. Maybe they want to make the USA gun carrying crowd so docile and humble, a bunch of brain dead
zombies to lay down their guns during their push to ban all guns??? Sterilization for depopulation of the masses is very big on their
list!!! Mind Control with nanoparticles that can react to 5G and other electronic stimulus!!! And a list of other hidden/nefarious evils
that we can only guest about. I heard last night that they are considering offering $1500 to each person who takes the upcoming
vaccine. They are talking to preachers, pastors and other church leaders to convince their congregations to take the vax as well. Oh
what a wicked web they weave.
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Authority or great monetary factions of the world ,  operate thusly on "Assumption of Correctness"!  Once you witness clear how they
propose directives aimed at you and I, a bell must ring within us. The use of fear factors has many shapes and forms when exercised on
human minds.  Pushback should always be a forefront in our resilience to what is occurring in 2020. Life is a giant theater we all play a part
in. But we decide what is right, and what is illusions. When the Wuhan game hit the pavement, I knew full well it would be distortional into
global anxiety. The tide must roll back into the sea. The road to hell is paved with good intentions. And great lies.
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Dr. Breggin is right on.  The antidotes are love, liberty, and reason.  I haven't bought into this "pandemic" from day 1, and a much larger
percentage of others than the media would let on haven't, either.  I remember being in a parking lot outside a closed o�ce to which I went to
renew my vehicle registration at the beginning of this, commiserating with another very irritated fellow about how people are "afraid of their
shadows"   And as people keep seeing people all around them not observing these orders without seeing people getting deathly ill and
dying all around them, more and more people don't buy into it any more.   They may wear their masks, as I often do, just to avoid hassles
from the weak and manipulated, but a mask is but a minor inconvenience.  Where I can go about without the mask I do, which is a lot of
places.   They have the sign on the door to cover their backsides, but don't enforce it.   I haven't changed anything else, and have shunned
virtual faux local "events" that are sad substitutes of real human interaction.  

It was never a disease that was overwhelming some hospitals, but fear of a disease, which drove a majority to overreact, and go to the
hospital for illness they would normally treat at home and conQdently recover.  It is well known that those who recover from cancer and
other conditions people Qnd most fearful are those who are determined and conQdent they will recover.   Fear kills; whereas reason, faith,
love, and liberty heal.     And most importantly, there are many more of us than they think, who recognize the absurdity of this overreaction
by society as a whole, might not mind wearing masks where businesses require it for entry, but refuse anything more unreasonable, and
have not become house cats.
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Do I want to kill Grandma? No, not now, not ever; I could have done it a long time ago, if I had ever cared for that sort of thing. I am your
grandpa. I do NOT want you to choke yourself on low oxygen, high carbon dioxide, and your own bacterial/viral culture by wearing a muzzle
in order to save me. I certainly will NOT do that for you and grandma does not want it either, unless she watches too much TV. A muzzle is
for a mad dog. Are you one? Are you making your young child to wear a muzzle so that she cannot be seen as she is by other people? That
would be child abuse  

If there were a pandemic, MORE people would die than usual. According to the last reliable piece of statistics from August, 2020, this year,
from several countries (mortality rates are supposed to be public records everywhere; after August, the Qgures were tainted, because the
powers that own the media, apparently, had managed to Qgure out this stance), FEWER people have died than during the corresponding
period in the last seven years. Moreover, I grew up in a country that used to be “communist.” Believe me, there was, and there is, no such
thing, because these people would have liked to bring along the Kingdom of Heaven a bit prematurely. Human nature kills. It also killed the
idea that humans can be fair and kind to each other, interring the original communist ideology as well. Humans might be natural-born
killers, but they are poor Qts for being nice and kind to each other.

As someone, who used to be forced to live in fear, I refused to do that even in those days. Not because I was smart or strong, but because I
soon realized that living in fear was, and is, worse than death. So, if you want to muzzle me, suffocate me in my own viral/bacterial culture
by making me wear a muzzle, causing oxygen deQciency and carbon-dioxide overload, I am imploring you to shoot me instead, but, please,
do not treat me as a biohazard or a rabid animal. Your Grandpa
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM
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This is an excellent presentation! I haven’t heard the term Fear Appeal. Gain of Function is yet another scary term that we should all be
concerned about. I should say that Gain of Function is a very concerning practice! I have experienced anxiety and panic attacks. They are
not pleasant and are indeed paralyzing.
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cecrittenden
Joined On 8/30/2015 2:40:58 PM
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Thank you. And thank you Dr. Mercola. May God continue to bless your work. Fear is being used to control and manipulate us into
obedience. And the Truth is being suppressed and out right denied. Thank you both for boldly telling the TRUTH!
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It was interesting to hear him speak of the o�cial doctrine of 'fear appeal' used by the public health people, and how they had to make it
personal.  In the recent Edward Snowden release, he spoke of not realizing how Google, Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, etc who enabled NSA
abuse of citizen surveillance was the real and deeper, more serious threat because it is PERSONAL.  They use your own data, and gauge
your emotions, likes, fears, behavior, social connections, etc....and weaponize it against you.  Selling it to OTHER and ANY governments, not
just our own.  Sobering stuff.
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So I guess we are all playing the Qddle while the Titanic sinks. Those among us who are awakening to the nightmare that is the takeover by
technocrats/oligarchs/tyrants/media/Big Pharma, etc. are in the minority on this planet. The rest are fearful, compliant sheeple who are
being reinforced hourly to believe the agenda of the globalists. Some here have said that no one would have believed 6 months ago that we
would be here today. Well how about 6 months from now? There is a very disturbing trend on social media and within the political hierarchy
toward outright hatred for conservatives, a hatred that is so visceral, so vicious that they are preparing to take action against those of us
who do not agree with the party line.

Look at the Trump Accountability Initiative that calls for the identiQcation and destruction of those who support Trump. The media, in a
calculated effort, have built this hatred, cell by cell, into every single thing they report. On Facebook many of those on the Left have
developed an explosive hatred with threats of violence. Yesterday Trump marchers in Washington were viciously attacked by BLM and
Antifa thugs, culminating in arrests. Those attacked were primarily senior citizens, knocked to the ground, kicked in the head- by women.
So in 6 months I will not be surprised to see  conservatives hunted and attacked. But back to the issue, no one seems to see this as a "Fight
or Die" moment in history.

Some say that WW2 Jews did not react because they simply could not comprehend or believe the magnitude of Evil about to be unleashed
on them. How could one human do that to another? So here we are, having wonderful discussions about what is happening, but no one is
doing anything. All the solutions described here are processes that takes time, generational time. There are plenty of smart people on this
planet. Where is our version of the Underground? Where are the organized rebellions? Where is the Qre in our belly?
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It's right in front of us.  I see people all over not complying with these silly orders.  I'm in a business in which I work in private
residence, most people don't.   Most public places I go nobody even pays any mind to my not wearing a mask.  I just keep it around
my wrist, unless it's a toxic environment from too many disinfectants and I want to wear it anyway.   If someone from the
establishment asks me to wear it, I just say "sorry, I forgot" and put it on.   Their establishment, their rules.  But going about my
business normally is my default setting, and that of a majority people.  Most have already said they do not want the vaccine.  

On point about WW2, but at this point the hysterical actions are being committed by the powers that be, people are recognizing said
hysterics for what they are, and they are backQring.  Like the ridiculous restrictions on gatherings for the US Thanksgiving holiday,
which even the staffs of those who have issued such orders have openly deQed and law enforcement agencies have refused to
enforce.  People may be wearing masks, but aren't "boarding the trains".  Getting up in arms is playing right into their stereotype.
 The greatest weapon is to keep calling it out for the absurdity it is and letting THEM be the hysterical ones.   As Sun Tzu said, the
greatest general wins the battle without having to Qre a shot.
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Who determined that the cycle count threshold should be set at 40 with the PCR tests?  Even Fauci admitted that anything over a 35 CT
level (ampliQcation of genetic mat'l) would produce false positives.   Maybe the ampliQcation should be set even lower to determine real
risk?   Excerpt: "a CT value of 12, starts out with more than 10 million times as much viral genetic material as a sample with a CT value of
35."  www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/09/one-number-could-help-reveal-how-infec..
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FEAR-False Evidence Appearing Real
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I think if Trump was against their agenda, he would be gone like Kennedy. I believe he is a part of this agenda. Isn't he the one who
promoted and approved the Warp Speed Vaccine? Rothschild lent him a lot of money once. They have also eliminated other world leaders.
These people are very powerful, they would have no problem doing this.
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When I worked in healthcare prior to retirement as well as covid, I saw so much corruption on all levels: lies on paper, billings for services
never delivered with paper trails designed to that end, and more times than not, no "healthcare" at all (CARE being the key word). I had to
watch people die. It was extremely stressful because the unspoken message was: look the other way. On a more basic level, I watched
healthcare workers be shamed and demoralized as a form of manipulation...we either went along with the program and cheated for proQt or
got blackballed and ostracized, or Qred under some made-up transgression. I saw male supervisors victimize young female therapists and
the certiQed nursing assistants for sex because they could given their power. It taught me a lot about power structure and sadly left me with
this conclusion: most people will do ANYTHING to keep their jobs. ANYTHING!!!
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This is an age old spiritual problem, God vs the devil. Prayer and daily meditation helps you recognize when you are attacked by the devil
with fear based thoughts. God brings you peace. Psychiatrist just live in their heads and brings much trouble in the world and then pretend
to solve the problem they created in the Qrst place. This is a spiritual battle , and the rest of the focus , all talk and no direction to achieve
peace , is a waste of my time.
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The 'fearmongers' are not just after us---they are after our children because they know that they can get us through threatening our
children's health! This is why they had the rollout of the children's vaxx! Their vaxx crap was waning and they thought of getting to us
through making us fear for our children's health! BLOOD SUCKERS! They are no different than any of the prior dictators and their cohorts!
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM
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Well...maybe a little different in that there are many more involved today than earlier versions...
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK, everyone I know is living life normally, no masks, no restrictions etc.. However, I see the occasional person with a mask and last
week I saw an Asian family in the supermarket all with masks on, which was bizarre, as no one wears masks here now. I presume they were
newly arrived from somewhere still implementing these restrictions and have not dropped the habit yet. Life is normal for us, there is talk of
a booster in the Autumn, some will take it some will not, it's very much each to their own now.
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Geeslin
Joined On 6/5/2010 7:17:23 AM
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Now, in the most updated count to date, researchers at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have found that nearly 300,000
more people in the United States died from late January to early October this year compared the average number of people who died in
recent years. Just two-thirds of those deaths were counted as Covid-19 fatalities, highlighting how the o�cial U.S. death count — now
standing at about 220,000 — is not fully inclusive.- -www.statnews.com/.../cdc-data-excess-deaths-covid-19
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jetleg
Joined On 6/27/2020 2:05:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci is a criminal!!! No doubts about that, Just check his resume’ Is behind the must vicious attack on humanity but.... How come nobody
goes after him??? How come there is no investigation on the creations and manipulation of present and past viruses?? I keeping on reading
excellent articles on Gates Faucci Soros Obama Clinton etc etc.. They should be on the list: America’s must wanted!!!! What really worried
me is that a lot of bla bla bla will not resolve NOTHING!!!! We NEED to take action!!!!
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Qnd it hard to believe that so many doctors and scientists didn't notice that Fauci was comparing Apple to Orange: C19's CFR to Flu's IFR,
100 smaller than its CFR to exaggerate the threat by 100. Now throw in the "very rare" June 8 WHO report on symptomless spread which 5
months later remains unfound showing social distancing unnecessary if you're not sni}ing.. and the hoax is complete.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who control the money supply and access to your own money, control everything. Apparently, there is a new gold-based currency in
Utah, addressing the problem, but Ghada� already tried this and you know how the story ended. If you give in to fear, there is no way back;
you are Qnished. The only way to prevent fear can come only from having an idea of the future and developing several action plans. But
even that will not save us. Eventually, we will be cornered.
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dopfapfo
Joined On 7/28/2013 6:43:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brasscheck TV sent out a video of Dr. Breggin a couple of days ago in which he exposes the practice of treating ADHD with electroshock
therapy on KIDS AT HOME! Looks like he's a busy guy exposing a LOT of fraud and dangerous practices our medical industry pulls off with
impunity. They just get to do whatever they want in their self-appointed authority over our lives.
www.brasscheck.com/video/fda-approves-home-electroshock-for-kids/?omhi..   Must be why the medical industry is the largest killer in
America. Thank you Dr. Mercola for being vigilant in calling the medical criminals out.
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Beengh
Joined On 6/25/2016 7:52:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always like to see what Wikipedia has to say about experts since they so often deride people that they disagree with. Even they had
nothing derogatory to say about Dr. Breggin.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you call a pandemic of "cases", but few people get sick?  You call that "herd Immunity". The World in Unity needs to FIRE Dr. Fauci.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would you care about herd immunity when you have got a fake plandemic to run? Surprised that Trump did not Qre Fauci, or did
the evil Fauci have some hold over Trump?
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colinbannon
Joined On 12/28/2011 2:15:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While the mind does need empathy, love, care and attention, the notion that these can be delivered by health care workers is self serving.
We see patients for tiny chunks of their lives and say goodbye. Treating them with empathy and care YES - thinking that this is what we do
in terms of treatment NO.  This is trying to sensationalise good medical care. Why deny any treatment that helps? If delivered with care and
attention, they work better. Good job we don't treat physical illness like this.
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Big[etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM
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This is about re setting the whole world economic model, as the current system has irrevocably broken down. Every country is in debt to
every other country for trillions, and most world conbicts have come about for economic reasons. Once the one world government has
been achieved, together with a one world digital  currency, the threat will disappear. There will be no more " them and us"...the basis for ALL
conbict from the earliest human tribes, through to today. Feel as though your freedoms are going to be lost? Ask those who watch their
children die daily from starvation, in a world system that produces three times more food than is consumes.

The Qrst of this current sequence was 9 11.The more the cognitive dissonance, the easier it is to manipulate. This event worked on two
fronts. The Qrst, was to see how many would not even see that all the steel and concrete in the towers disintegrated, leaving a few feet of
dust and rubble behind (should have been about 25 storeys of a mangled mess)...The second, was to implement fear of course, together
with the willingness of people to have removal of their constitutional rights.The next step is about to happen, regarding the World Economic
Forum re set, where every trading nation has to compulsorily attend. How is it possible that so many countries could succumb such
ridiculous behavior? Notice all mouthpieces say " they are taking direction" (aka following orders) from medical authorities ie World Health
Organization, another World body. Fear again at the highest level. "Look what we did to the Pentagon and World Trade Centers".....you better
comply! And they will.........
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NDorganics
Joined On 1/30/2018 6:15:35 AM
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Forgiveness:  “Father forgive them for they know not what they do.”  In one realm they do know but in another realm, a higher realm, they do
not.  Forgive them as you have forgiven me.  At one time in my life this was most powerful.  Right now, the Los Angeles County Supervisor’s,
Mayor and public “health” o�cial are causing such “unforgivable” harm to others as they collect taxpayer paychecks.  The fraud is beyond
the pale.
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feriba52
Joined On 1/23/2010 4:08:50 AM
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Thank you so much for the interview with Peter Breggin , I enjoyed it immensely  !
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morovian
Joined On 11/16/2020 5:54:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always love your work and your tireless contribution to good health, Dr. Mercola. One thing, though...before you or we or anyone rushes to
"forgive" this demons (Fauci, Gates, etc.), who have done more horriQc harm to humanity than any imagined "Anti-Christ" could, we need to
follow a sequence of prosecution and punishment...and I mean punishment that Qts the crimes, which means that these people are (at
least) behind bars for the rest of their lives and hopefully every life they ever have in the future. Get real, they intend to drag humanity into
the darkest slavery imaginable, while laughing all the way to the bank.
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lizneth
Joined On 9/6/2020 2:22:36 AM
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The pandemic will never be over...because it has worked so well.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never bought into the covid hoax.  In the beginning, I washed my hands a bit more, didn't wear a mask until forced, then made a mask from
black netting which looks transparent when on.  At work I wear my mask under my chin and they say nothing to me anymore.  AND I noticed
recently that more people at work either don't wear a mask or they wear it under their chin or hanging from one ear - lol  I've been a good
inbuence it appears!!  I hope Dr Mercola interviews IVOR CUMMINS from youtube.  His data is clean and up to date!!!  IVOR CUMMINS
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BillWa
Joined On 8/16/2018 9:33:58 AM
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Rome fell the same way...
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lermos7gmail.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 4:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only fear that going on is some people just don't care about other people's health. Plus people truly fear 4 more years of TRUMP. He's
the fearmonger because the virus scared him.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I fear Biden's potential response to COVID. If he orders a total shut down of the country, I mean grocery stores, banks, food production,
everything but the hospitals, I predict there will be massive protests that will become a civil war.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's good news for those who fear nation wide shutdowns! The President doesn't have the authority to impose nationwide
lockdowns or mask wearing. That's done at the state level. The President has leverage to enforce these kinds of rules. Back in the
80's/90's  the Federal Government threatened (leveraged) to cut state funding for interstates and highways if those states didn't raise
the legal drinking age to 21 and lower the legal BAC from 1.0 to 0.08.  By 1986 nearly all states complied. So, it is possible for the
government to use political leverage to force states into passing laws that limit our liberties, but it takes several years. By the time
they could force/leverage all states to mandate masks wearing and impose shutdowns this virus will be long gone.
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sun[owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This gentleman is right; the world is controlled by a very few elitists who are control freaks, power hungry & ego-driven...did i get ALL of
their descriptions?   It's up to each of us to live our lives the best way we know how & to not allow fear to drive us.   Like someone else here
stated; I'm more angry than afraid.   And be careful of a woman's wrath, nothing's worse than a woman's scorn.
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feemeister
Joined On 9/28/2006 6:50:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This sounds just a ''bit'' like David Icke's':  Problem, Reaction, Solution
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right from the git-go, my approach has been to go about life with a light heart and conQdent mindset, knowing that truth, love and liberty
are indeed the most powerful forces in the world, and will ultimately prevail, as long as those of us who hold these values LIVE them.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the Great Barrington Proclamation off topic?   Barraged with false rhetoric for some time with the "VACCINATE THE WORLD" agenda now
in full swing, stumbled across this Covexit blog from France? Quebec?, Bilingual site run by an Oxford Univ. scholar who had a 2-part
October interview of Yale immunologist Prof. Harvey Risch (actual focus is with Public Health and cancer). Here's a link to part 1:
covexit.com/professor-harvey-risch-interview-part-1  - when on the site, note numerous interviews are posted looking for details of
how/why early, outpatient treatment has been essentially banned in developed countries and what's needed to effectively follow the Great
Barrington Proclamation. Get the name of this site? Covexit - maybe too technical for some, maybe not! as a wide angle view with political
and societal ramiQcations of Public Health are discussed with lots of heavy hitters...just dumb luck while looking for any silver lining...
(Seems lawsuits may already be bying overseas which we are not hearing bout from our US-based MSMedia!)
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This crazy fear that has the U.S. in its grip is beyond my comprehension! Just crunch the numbers ... If one takes the current infection
(11M) and death (240K) numbers and compare it to our population (330M), our chances of contracting C-19 is less than 4% and the
chances of dying from it is less than 1/10%. I know of no one within my circle of family and friends who have gotten infected. As a
septuagenarian, I go about my daily life conQdently knowing there is a greater than 96% chance I won’t get infected and if I do, my chances
of overcoming it is greater than 99%. No vaccine can ever give anyone the same peace of mind.  On the other hand, if the fear was about
overwhelming hospitals and the lack of critical care beds to administer to those who may need it, I can fully respect that.
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ricanaol.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 9:02:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thoroughly enjoyed this article on FEAR. There are about 50 acronym's on the web identifying deQnitions for those four letters. False
Evidence Appearing Real; Forget Everything And Run. To mention a few.  Michael Crichton wrote a book on the subject "State of Fear" in
which he researched the subject of control and fear. Governments need FEAR to control people, for instance, Fear kept people under control
during the Cold War, but then the wall came down, a new fear needed to be developed, Global Warming, but that did not scare people
enough so then 2001 happened and that kept people under control, but even that started to fail. Now it is FEAR of Covid19. And the story
goes on and on. Crichton suggested that FEAR is developed in the schools of higher learning for one purpose "CONTROL". But hold onto
your hats, it is not going to get better but rather much worse.
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bru96949
Joined On 5/15/2019 9:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the most part I welcome and agree with Breggin, but his Biden/Fauci link seems false.  I have seen no link between the two and Fauci
has not been named to Biden's pandemic response team (though he was on Trump's team), so , is this a political ploy or is he a true
psychologist???
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MRice1954
Joined On 5/4/2016 9:50:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci's Body Language  Never came across as sincere from the very 1st time he spoke…
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

every time Fauici's mouth moves he LIES
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much, doctors Breggin and Mercola.  It was very helpful to hear your deepest internal resources for forgiving others and
carrying on, because this fear is visceral and debilitating, even if it is ridiculous.  I loved the comment that it is really hard to be grateful and
crazy at the same time!  You have both improved my life and many others so many times and in so many ways.  Susan Miller
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tessat
Joined On 1/22/2011 11:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. Amen.  Finally something that makes sense and answers a lot of questions.  I am also a Christian and believe that all of this is
prophecy being fulQlled.  Wake up America.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi tessat. In that trajectory of the prophecies, we also have the simulation of Event 201 that predicted what is happening. The
coronavirus pandemic; new public-private partnerships; travel bans; markets in free fall; a base in times of war; and bood the
information zone with controlled messages. The fact that the sponsors of the video are now some of the central players in the
real-world crisis only ampliQes the importance of simulation. Event 201 took place 10 weeks before the coronavirus pandemic
actually started near Anthony Fauci's NIAID-funded high-security virology lab in Wuhan, China. We have the list of participants and
some of the conbicts of interest of the BMGF, whose agenda is being discussed ad nauseam by all the talking heads of the media,
childrenshealthdefense.org/news/what-we-can-learn-from-a-pandemic-tabl..
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tesssat, You might be interested in this video. Not too long.  www.bitchute.com/.../ABnaEDv64IRH   NO NATURAL FOOD ANYMORE,
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